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SEPTEMBER MEETING DATES AND PLACES
HAIFA
No Meeting in September

TEL AVIV
Thurday, September 20th
at 7:30 pm
AACI
94 A Allenby Street,
Tel Aviv

JERUSALEM
Tuesday, September 4th
at 6pm
Avril Meallem’s
27 Metudella Street
Jerusalem

UPPER GALILEE
No meeting until
October 2018
Reuven and Yehudit’s
128 Keren HaYesod
Artists Quarter, Tzfat

Coordinator:
Mark Levinson
Tel: 054-444-8438
nosnivel@netvision.net.il

Coordinator:
Ruth Fogelman
Tel: 02-628-7359
ruthfogelman@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Reuven Goldfarb
Tel: 04-6974105
Mobile: 058-414-0266
poetsprogress@gmail.com

NETANYA & SHARON
No Meeting in September

WESTERN GALILEE
No Meeting in September

Coordinator:
Susan Olsburgh
Tel: 09-885-5629
olsburgh.susan@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Phyllsie Gross
Tel: 052-874-6880
phyllsie@hotmail.com

GUSH ETZION
Please contact Mindy if
you are interested in the
group re-starting.

SOUTHERN
Please contact Miriam
for more details.

ASHKELON
Please contact
Chaim for more details

Coordinator:
Mindy Aber Barad
Tel: 05-4667936
maber4kids@yahoo.com

Coordinator:
Miriam Green
Tel: 05-7388640
miriamsgreen@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Chaim Bezalel
bezalel.levy@gmail.com

Coordinator:
Wendy Blumfield
Tel: 04-837-6820
Mobile: 054-524-0412
wendyb@netvision.net.il
BET SHEMESH / MODIIN
Sunday, September 2
at 8:00pm
Judy Belsky’s
Nahar Hayarden 120/4
Floor 2
Bet Shemesh
Coordinator:
Dr. Judy Belsky
drjudybelsky@gmail.com

President
Susan Olsburgh
2/6 Zalman Shazar
Ramat Poleg, Netanya
Tel: 09-885-5629
olsburgh.susan@gmail.com

http://voicesisrael.com

Assistant President
Helen Bar-Lev
3 Hairus St.
Metulla 1029200
Tel: 077-353-5548
helentbarlev@gmail.com

Secretary
Linda Suchy
Haim Laskov 5/7
Netanya 4265605
Tel: 054-497-8812
secretary.voices@gmail.com

LONDON UK
For information please
contact Esther.

Esther Lipton:
eblipton@talk21.com

Treasurer
Chanita Millman
15 Shachar St.
Jerusalem 96263
Tel: 02-653-6770
millmanm@zahav.net.il

Membership Coordinator
Susan Rosenberg
42/46a Leon Blum
Haifa 33852
Tel: 04-838-1218
susanndick@gmail.com
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LETTER FROM THE PRESIDENT SEPTEMBER 2018
Dear All
The entry period for the 2018 Reuben Rose poetry competition will soon be in its last month. If you
have not already done so please do submit poems. Not only will you give yourself a chance to win
a prize or Honourable Mention but you will boost much needed funds for Voices Israel.
Nicholas Dunne Lynch 's evaluation of the July Haifa workshop with Professor David Caplan
makes interesting reading. We shall pass on the very high level of satisfaction to Professor
Caplan. Thanks again to Wendy Blumfield and Susan Rosenberg, key activists in this excellent
event.
Chapbooks from the March Nahariya workshop at 16 shekels plus postage can still be ordered.
They might make suitable gifts for the chagim. Please see separate announcement and also the
one about ordering the Netanya chapbook, priced at 20 shekels plus postage. This is a wonderful
memento of the May 2018 Poetry by the Sea workshop in Netanya.
Members will now have received a copy of the 2018 Voices Israel anthology Volume 44*. No
doubt the published poets and our wider reading public will be delighted with the volume. The
proper occasion to show appreciation for all the hard work of Chief Editor Dina Yehuda, the
editorial team of Wendy Dickstein, Phella Hirschson and Amiel Schotz, plus indefatigable designer
Johnmichael Simon will be at the anthology's launch.
This will take place on Sunday 7 October at 7.00 pm, in a central location (to be announced
shortly) but I know I speak for all who will have received their interesting package, so promptly
distributed by treasurer Chanita Millman, that there is much to delight and give pleasure in this
year's selections. I hope that as many people as possible whose poems are published will come
and read at the launch. In addition there will be opportunities for proxy readers to choose a poem
from the anthology written by our overseas members and thus represent them.
Very best wishes to you all for September. A number of groups are not meeting this month
because of the chagim. I want to wish all our members happiness, peace and good health in 5779
Sincerely

Susan
Susan Olsburgh
President, Voices Israel
*A printing error has occurred on the front cover of the new Voices anthology. On the spine and
inside page it states Voices Israel 2018 Volume 44 but on the front cover it says 2017. Apologies!
http://voicesisrael.com
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Chapbooks for Sale:
On Strangers and Wine
Poems from the 2018
Voices Israel Nahariya
Workshop

To order contact:
olsburgh.susan@gmail.com
Cost: 16 NIS plus 4 NIS
postage

Inspiration By the Sea
Poems from the 2018 Voices
Israel Netanya Workshop

To order contact:

olsburgh.susan@gmail.com
Cost: 20 NIS plus 4 NIS postage

http://voicesisrael.com
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The Voices Israel Group of Poets in English announces the
29th annual Reuben Rose Poetry Competition
TIME IS RUNNING OUT!!!!!

Entries must be received no earlier than July 15th 2018, and no later than October 3rd 2018.
JUDGES
Overseas Judge – Peter Thabit Jones, UK
Welsh poet and dramatist Peter Thabit Jones has authored sixteen books, including the Dylan Thomas
Walking Tour of Greenwich Village New York with Aeronwy Thomas, the daughter of Dylan Thomas. His
work has been translated into over twenty languages. He has received a number of awards, including the
Eric Gregory Award for Poetry (The Society of Authors, UK), The Royal Literary Fund Award (UK), an Arts
Council of Wales Award, the 2016 Ted Slade Award for Service to Poetry (UK), and the 2017 Homer:
European Medal for Art and Poetry. His libretto, Ermesinde’s Long Walk, for composer Albena Petrovic,
premiered at the Philarmonie Luxembourg in 2017 and his full libretto for her, Love and Jealousy,
premiered at the National Opera House Stara Zagora in Bulgaria in May 2018. His verse and prose drama,
The Fire in the Wood, was produced at the Henry Miller Library and the Carl Cherry Center for the Arts in
California in May and June, 2018. His verse drama, The Boy and the Lion’s Head, available on CD soon,
will be performed at the 2018 Swansea International Festival of Music and the Arts.
http://www.peterthabitjones.com
Marc Radzyner of Israel, last year’s Reuben Rose first prize winner
Iris Dan of Israel, recipient of an honorable mention in last year’s Reuben Rose
PRIZES
First prize is $500, second prize is $150, third prize is $50.
Ten honorable mentions are awarded.
Prizewinners and all honorable mentions will be published in the Voices Israel 2019 poetry anthology.
GUIDELINES
1. Entries may deal with any topic.
o Focus need not be Jewish or Israeli.
o Challenging, humorous, and/or eccentric poetry is welcome, but typographical tricks are
discouraged.
2. Poems should be unpublished (in print and online); however, poems only published in the Voices
Israel Newsletter are exempt from this provision.
3. Maximum length is 41 lines, including stanza breaks, subtitles and epigraphs, but not including title.
4. Poems are judged without the poets’ names. Please omit your names from files submitted.
5. Entry Fees:
o US$6 for one poem,
o US$12 for 3 poems,
o US$18 for 6 poems.
6. Submission and payment via “Submittable”. Click the link to submit directly:
https://voicesisrael.submittable.com/submit
Or see full guidelines and submission details
at http://www.voicesisrael.com/reubenrosecompetition.htm
Poets having difficulty using Submittable should contact Mark Levinson
at reubenrosepoetrycompetition@gmail.com
http://voicesisrael.com
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REPORT FROM THE WORKSHOP COORDINATOR
Invitation Workshop given by David Caplan, Haifa, 2 July 2018 (Ref 20180702)
‘My cup of expectations overflowed. Everyone's enthusiasm showed!’
The popularity of this workshop is evident in the words of one participant, and it appears from the
general response that it was an outstanding success and will long remain in the memory of the participants.
Dr Caplan is a professor at Ohio Wesleyan University and has just ended a sabbatical year in Israel at
Haifa University where he taught Contemporary American Jewish Poetry. Because of his imminent
departure, the workshop was arranged at very short notice and just fifteen participants attended, much
lower than recent Voices workshops. In addition, for various reasons beyond our control, the evaluation
was not started for several weeks, resulting in a response rate that was low at 66%.
None of this, however, appears to have impacted on the popularity of Dr Caplan’s workshop, which
scored an overall approval rating of more than ninety percent, with much praise for Dr Caplan’s ability as a
presenter, his analyses of a selection of poems, general delivery and time-keeping.
A few respondents, however, found the deep analyses of poems ‘not interesting and a little annoying’,
while others would have preferred feedback on their own work. A longer workshop, for which some
respondents expressed a preference, would have given time to devote to this.
As a general rule, however, we should remember that Voices Workshops are primarily writers’
workshops rather than exercises in criticism, and participants deserve feedback on the work they
contribute.
Overall, however, respondents rated the workshop very highly, including the venue and the general
organization and chairmanship.

Nicholas Dunne-Lynch
Workshop-Coordinator, Voices Israel

http://voicesisrael.com
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A WARM WELCOME TO OUR NEW MEMBER
Janette Moore, Netanya/Sharon group

CALLS FOR SUBMISSIONS
Winning Writers, one of the 101 Best Websites for Writers (Writer's Digest), has issued a call
for submissions to various poetry contests through FanStory.com. See Winning Writers.
Helen Bar-Lev has sent the following links for calls for submissions that you may find
interesting: https://www.palettepoetry.com/current-contest/;
http://www.thepoetrymarket.com; the 16th annual Tom Howard/Margaret Reid Poetry
Contest at Tom Howard/Margaret Reid Poetry Contest
Thanks to Helen Bar-Lev who shared Ada Aharoni’s invitation to the children of the world.
Children of the world, from 6 to 18, are invited to write and submit up to 4 Poems, up to 30 lines
long, or/and up to a 4-page story, on any aspect of Peace: World Peace, Peace between
countries, or Peace in your own Life. You are also invited to send your Peace drawings and
paintings. Please send poems and stories in English by Email to the Editors:
• Ada Aharoni: ada.aharoni06@gmail.com and to:
• Jeremy Seligson fjseligson@yahoo.com
For more information please see the Voices Israel Facebook page.

CONGRATULATIONS
-

to Pesach Rotem, whose poem “Dr. Richter’s Obituary” was published in Poets
Reading the News at http://www.poetsreadingthenews.com/2018/08/dr-richtersobituary-pesach-rotem-poetry/

-

to Kaila Shabat, whose poem “Let’s Make Peace” is to be published in the Tyler,
Texas (USA) 2018 Art of Peace-Tyler Anthology: Sowing Seeds of Peace. See 2018
Art of Peace-Tyler Anthology
to Ada Aharoni (Israel), Helen Bar-Lev (Israel), Lilian Cohen (Australia), Ruth
Fogelman (Israel), Rena Lopata (Australia), Diane Ray (USA), and Kaila Shabat,
(Israel) whose poems, stories, haikus and/or art were published in the 2018 IFLAC
Anthology ANTI-WAR AND PEACE, edited by Ada Aharoni. The Anthology comprises
poets and writers from 25 countries and is available on Amazon. See 2018 IFLAC
Anthology Anti-War and Peace

http://voicesisrael.com
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SEPTEMBER 2018 GROUP SELECTIONS
A Dream
There it is again − an animal in my dream
that I can never escape from.
It manages to squeeze
through the smallest keyhole,
even passes through window glass.
However fast I run, wherever I hide,
it always catches up with me,
but strangely never attacks.
Tonight it’s a huge serpent.
I beg it to leave me alone
but it pursues me relentlessly.
I reach a beach – a vast expanse of golden sand.
Can I make it to the sea?
Surely the serpent will not enter the water.
At least I would be safe there.
But no, it’s still chasing me.
Suddenly a thought enters my mind.
What if I try to speak to it,
would it then leave me alone?
With all the courage I can muster
I turn to come face to face with my fear.
I can hardly utter the words –
"Please, can we be friends?”
My heart pounds – I freeze...
"Of course we can!"
My fear dissolves − I awake,
aware that a transformation has taken place;
the terror that has shown itself
in my dreams since childhood,
is something only I can overcome.
I cannot run from it.
I may never discover its source,
but now I have a strategy
to combat its hold over me.
I will turn to face my fear and say – "You are my friend.
You no longer frighten me."
Avril Meallem, Jerusalem selection

http://voicesisrael.com
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Spring
When I think of spring
I see flowers.
A natural source
of hidden beauty
springs forth.
A blossom of buds
emerges slowly
from their damp winter prison
seeking the warmth of the spring sun.
A springling of snowdrops,
whiteness,
waves in the watery sun.
A sunshine of daffodils
bounces in the gentle wind.
A turban of tulips
bows with beauty.
A carpet of crocus
springs forth purple
Dormant birds
awake and sing.
Tree buds sprout,
green leaves appear.
After the long
lethargy of winter
Nature is full of energy
giving us hope and vigour
Optimism and positivity
are possible again.
The world is springing alive
filling us with joy.
Janette Moore, Netanya/Sharon selection

http://voicesisrael.com
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THE QUESTION
The thoughts pulsate, twist back and coil—
a double helix of remembrance and rifts,
leaps of disbelief, desire and will.
Reflections race the labyrinthine course,
swerving, straining up the grinding hill,
then streaming down, past fleeting vistas borne,
lunging for the finishing line—the final key
to the ancient, aching plea
from Adam torn—
“Why????” Why the eyeless bones, the upflung
earth, misery, reverse, and broken lives?
Why floods and famine, strife, disease, and want?
Why all the forms of butchery, the flaying knives?
What shameful sin condemned my friend to pain,
to atrophy, dependency and loss?
Oblivion his final bitter gain.
What deeds of grace have given me the right
to savor Oxford marmalade with toast,
enjoy my tennis in the morning light,
grow old with love and easeful privilege,
enfold my darlings with an inward boast?
The double helix writhes around my brain,
The cackling ironies echo in the void.
What faith can offer comfort, or absolve
the blasted, riven rock of hopes destroyed?
My only answer, ashen though it be,
to that remorseless riddle yet unsolved—
I choose to stand, unbound, to rise, resolved
to wrestle with the angel midst the threshing throng.
Facing the chasm of my own deficiency.
Flouting the quaking future
with a song.

Amiel Schotz, Southern Group selection

http://voicesisrael.com

Wordplay on a wet Wednesday
Using 108 words that start with double u,
and "one" that sounds as if it does.
I woke from dreams of wanderlust
still wondering where was sleep,
which way to walk to work today
and whether waves of driving rain
will make the windows weep.
I wash now with warm water,
watch it sink, whirl-pool at play,
and wonder why it swirls so swiftly
wheeling, whooshing, gurgling, gone,
in such a wondrous way?
West winds are wailing, Winter's here,
that wizard wreaks his wrath;
I wait, wise widow, warmly wrapped,
wishing the swishing rain would wane,
to walk my wind-swept path.
Still waiting I will while away
the time by weaving wool;
my workroom with my wooden loom,
my woven works – all welcome me;
the yarns, my wobbly stool.
I write these words so worried
that wild weeds will win the war
in my whole well-watered garden
(where no witness watched me working
in the weeding garb I wore).
I've waged a war against those weeds,
my weapons? willpower, wounded hands,
so wearied, weak from weeks of work,
one woman's war that won't be won;
well worn, my will withstands.
Wearing wellingtons I wade
weighed down with mud, I weed.
When will this wintry weather end?
We're water-logged – already had
well over what we need!
Rumi Morkin, Haifa selection
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BLUE SUEDE SHOES

‘Another Day in Spring’

So here I am, a senior

Our journey through life betwixt
a state of chaos and gracious
harmony, harbors hidden
fears of depravation and loss.

Perusing senior sensible shoes
In a sensible shoes shop
And a pair of petrol blue laced-up Oxfords
Catches my eye,
Evoking memories of blue suede shoes
bought in La Rochelle,
My first foreign purchase
Age 16 on a summer course
Studying Prevert and Baudelaire,
Licking lips salted by the Atlantic wind
Lazing on the sunny Isle de Ré
White beaches, sharp winds,

Dutifully we journey from
one day to the next struggling
to achieve all we need to do,
observing all we need to see.
Days weeks months years
flowing in endless whirling circles,
winter spring summer, autumn
the leaves of our existence fall.
Life is nearly over in the flicker
of an eye, yet the words we spoke
in anger to those we love the most,
those tears will never dry.

Unable to sleep on my
Scorched blistered back
But also because of the dark eyed
Jean Pierre.
And my mouth waters for
Crepes and eau-de-menthe
And the Bay of Biscay breeze is

Life garners meaning when those
we chose to hate, perhaps unwisely,
we forgive, lest we allow our venom
to hang upon the vine, until too late.
Springtime all creative spirit blooms
the air abounds in light and life explodes,
autumn is the time to hunker down,
ere’ the chills of winter come around.

Ruffling my hair and I'm humming
"Sept cent million de Chinois
Et moi, et moi, et moi"
And we're dancing in the streets,

Castles in the sky and palaces made
of gold and jewels have no worth,
when winter storms exhale their final sigh
they usher in a new spring to our earth.

And I must have those Oxfords
Now!

Naomi Yalin, Haifa selection

http://voicesisrael.com

David Fellerman
Netanya/Sharon selection
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What I miss most about my mother
It's probably her hugs and the way she said my name
all those pre-Alzheimer's memories
like the smell of home-baked cookies
or a glass of hot chocolate on a cold winter's day
Imprinted on my heart are the days she took me shopping
I remember the last blouse she bought me
already not as clear-headed as she used to be
took me to the junior sizes when I had long grown to plus
I miss the times she took me out
for a hot fudge sundae at People's
creamed spinach at Horn and Hardart's
where we practiced our Spanish
or to the tea room at Wanamaker's
when the ten-year old me wore little white gloves
and felt like a grown-up in my new velvet pumps
I loved when she fixed my long hair in elaborate 'dos
and the drive to Aunt Sara's
for tea and home-baked bread
for an evening of stories in a magical kitchen
with poems of the Rubiyat
her letters always said the same old things
talked about her sewing projects
and cleaning the house
but I miss how she would say something nice to a complete stranger
I try to imagine her full lipsticked smile
and her non-stop chatter
it catches me at odd moments to remember that she's gone
I'm desperate for her hug
and call “Mom” out loud

Phyllsie Gross
Western Galilee selection

http://voicesisrael.com
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EDITOR’S CHOICE PAGE
Reflecting the Poet’s Recent Visit to France
(Donna Bechar, Netanya/Sharon Group)

Atlantic Beach – Medoc*
The raving roving ocean’s roar
A black Labrador with flying paws
glides through salt air, surfing
over the cool-moist shelf of sand licked
by tumbling ruffles of teal-turquoise-olivine
froths of waves, comforting hot feet
and strewn with the stony jetsam
thrust upon it at high tide
A spritely Jack Russell, muscular, energetic and
weightlessly swift, skittles a small soccer ball
as if in the Mondial
Little lakes of streaming tide are to be waded
through, or stepping-stoned over sand humps
rippled like giant burrowing worms
The wind, oh the wind the wind the wind
waltzes with us
and dresses us in its chiffon embraces
Stranded giant jellyfish, balloons of
cloudy-clear pods, their tendril tentacles
huddled in a heap
breathe almost imperceptibly
awaiting, hopefully
the transporting slurp of sea at high tide
There are sprawling kilometers of this beach
of low-tide widths and high-tide narrows
as if one could walk carefree to eternity
And there are the cement structures, some
artistically painted and tattooed with graffiti
partly sunken into depths of decades-piled
sand, but still standing and sturdy
against the onslaught of tides
There is this sea wall of hunkered German bunkers
strung along the length of these sprawling
kilometers, reminding us
of a rendered fabric of time**
-------

Paysage* Loire-Atlantique
A flotilla of serenity, here
green and be-treed
Sunflowers sunbathing
Purple-flowered bushes and white-flowered weeds
Perfectly placed rolled compacts of hay
Van Gogh-like
Tan cows reclining contentedly, naturally
in expanses of pastureland
Only the music of praying mantes
crickets and birdsong, here
where breezes whisper to sage leaves
Chuchotant**
Chuchotant
Unimaginable, incroyable***
the 70-years-ago trudging
of harm-bent muddied soldiers’ boots
and tank treads
through this fabric of tranquility
------*French: landscape
**French: whispering
***French: unbelievable

*Medoc: region in southwestern France,
along the Atlantic Ocean
**Jewish tradition: when mourning the death of
a loved one, a portion of the shirt fabric of the
mourner/s is cut/ripped to signify the loss

http://voicesisrael.com
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POEMS FROM OUR OVERSEAS MEMBERS
Up into the Trees
We gaze upwards at the trees planted in our city
Their branches reach up to the sky
They draw us
Why?
Perhaps they wish us to taste forbidden fruit
Or perhaps they wish to join with other living things
Soon autumn and the leaves will turn
A spectacular display awaits us
I gaze upon trees
And reflect about what has been given us
We are not birds who can fly into the branches
We are not squirrels who can scamper up them
But here on the ground
We see the magnificence and the glory
of nature's creations
Take joy in nature's bounty
Matthew Anish, USA
************

The Face
In my dream I saw a face
His silver hair gone long past
Through single strands
A gaunt skull shined
Tense curled dry lips closed tight
Ashen skin stretched paper thin
Over brows and sunken cheeks
Eyes, empty of everything
Lay deep within their sockets
Fearful frightful stares
Ghastly beyond words or grave
The face was yours
Or, was it mine?
Esther B Lipton, London

http://voicesisrael.com
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Ask me
about good neighbours:
smiles of friendship,
sharing life over coffee,
eggs or sugar I can borrow
to bake my Sabbath cake
ask me about the neighbours nearby
whose leaders press hard
on their people’s weeping sores,
who teach their infants to march with toy weapons
aimed at us, the hated ‘other’
ask me about my neighbourhood school
where children sing songs of peace
and embrace the stranger,
ask me about the school’s innocents
blown up or shot, their early promise
frozen, enshrined on the wall
ask me about the almond groves
that will blossom and bear fruit
the fields of wheat that will ripen to harvest
despite the hatreds that ignite the land
ask me about the birds
that greet each dawn with joy
ask me
about my sadness
Lilian Cohen, Australia

http://voicesisrael.com
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At the Computer
I open an almost forgotten poem,
one that consumed my dreams
in the writing
but never felt quite right.
I begin to tweak,
move one line,
delete another
then quickly restore it,
for without it the poem
has no flow.
The delete button beckons.
The poem is patchy,
some lines too thin
others ponderous and clunky
yet here and there
an image sings.
I won’t scrap it,
not yet:
not all poems
are created equal,
and this poem that for a time
folded me inside its words
deserves to live,
to be reworked.
My finger presses save.

Matriarch
I have persisted
and prevailed
she said
like a good melody
that survives
a myriad
unflattering renditions
Fate
and genetics
having dictated
that I should live
like forebears
to this great age
This age when
each waking breath
of each day
seems like
another
of yesterday’s
crumpled
losing tickets
in destiny’s lottery
of oh such cruelly
diminishing prizes
And now
I must sleep

Lilian Cohen, Australia

Don Mulcahy, Canada

*********************

http://voicesisrael.com
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